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Business Connections

Isle of Man
Businesses need fast, secure and resilient access to systems and data, so our local experience 
of network design, coupled with the ability to connect you to anywhere in the world, means that 
we can deliver all the connectivity you require - whether that's a simple internet connection or a 
fully managed Wide Area Network spanning the globe.

Sure continue to invest in the latest technology and infrastructure to deliver ultra-fast, high 
reliability connectivity to the Isle of Man bringing the rest of the world to your doorstep.

Our multi-million investment connects you 
to major international business centres 
throughout the world

Our network and our partners' networks provide over 
70 global cable systems and geo-stationary satellites, 
providing connectivity to 153 countries. More locally our 
network connects the Isle of Man to the rest of the world 
via three separate and diverse cable systems, the first 
and second via the UK and the third via Ireland and the 
UK.

Connections for your business

» Connect to single or multiple branch
offices, anywhere in the world

» Interconnect with other businesses and carriers via 
the major exchanges in London, Paris and Dublin

» Multiple connections to Sure's data
centre facility in the Isle of Man

» Delivered over our high capacity resilient network

» Mitigate risk with off island diversity on
a completely separate network

To rest of world

To rest of world

To rest of world

1 Carrier class resilience, diversity and 
security, backed by demonstrable 
SLA's and 24x7 support

2 Future proof solutions based on 
our scalable infrastructure

3 Global reach over our own network 

4 Ultra-high bandwidth, ultra-low latency, 
including fibre-channel connectivity 
between Jersey & Guernsey
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Access choices to meet your needs

 » Various bandwidth options from 2Mbps up to 10Gbps

 » Point-to-point and multi-point capability (VPLS & 
MPLS) 

 » Full QoS (Quality of Service) support with flexible and 
burstable product features 

 » Resilience using two diverse connections to your 
premises

 » Fractional Ethernet services available, should 
standard Ethernet 10Mbps, 100Mbps or 1Gbps be too 
much or not enough capacity

 » Enterprise class, high capacity and highly resilient 
internet (IP) feeds 

 » Services are available in various bandwidth options 
from 2Mbps up to 10Gbps 

 » Flexibility through burstable bandwidth options 

 » Provision of DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) 
Protection 

 » ADSL, VDSL or Fibre broadband services with business 
class service

Ethernet Dedicated Internet Access 

Broadband

These connections link specific 
locations together and are delivered 
via the Ethernet protocol.

Point-to-point private circuits

These connections link multiple 
locations together in a network 
managed by Sure.

Multipoint (WAN) connections

Internet connectivity is essential in 
today's business, we can deliver a 
wide variety of network speeds and 
either dedicated (uncontended) or 
broadband services with business 
class support.

Internet

A range of products to suit your needs

Sure
NetworkA B

Sure Internet
NetworkA C

B D

Sure MPLS
NetworkA C

B D

At Sure we have a team of specialist consultants with expertise in designing and optimising 
customer networks including internet and Ethernet solutions. Ask your account manager how 
Sure's Advisory & Design Services can help modernise your infrastructure. 

Advisory & Design


